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This invention relates to an indicator or telltale device 
for use in association with a container for the storage for 
subsequent use of human blood or, other physiological 
liquids. . 

In the handling of supplies of human blood after the 
blood has been taken from donors, it is customary to 
collect and store the blood in special bottles for refrigera 
tion until the blood is to be used. Whole blood must be 
stored under refrigeration at temperatures below 50° F. 
and preferably between 39° and 43° F. It has been 
established that whole blood must not be used if it has 
been frozen, and regardless of the temperature must not 
be used if stored for more than 21 days. Our invention 
consists generally in providing a visible indicator or tell~ 
tale device in association with or inside the blood storage 
bottle which by change of appearance will indicate 
whether or not the particular bottle of blood has ever, 
since the initial refrigeration, reached a temperature above 
50° R, such as during its transportation from the refrig 
erator to the'point of use at a hospital operating room 
or the like. 
One object of the invention is to provide a telltale or 

indicator device for use in or in association with a blood 
storage bottle which by change of appearance above the 
blood level indicates whether or not the particular ‘batch 
of blood has reached a temperature which makes it un 
safe for use. Another object is to provide a telltale de 
vice for a blood storage bottle which will indicate whether 
or not the contents of the bottle have at any time reached 
the high temperature at which it becomes unsatisfactory 
for use, or if it has, after having once reached a dangerous 
temperature, subsequently been re-chilled to an obstensi 
bly safe refrigeration temperature. 

These and other objects are attained by our invention 
which will be understood from the following description, 
reference being made to the accompanying drawings in 
which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view partly in section show 
ing the essential details of a commonly used form of 
blood storage bottle including our indicator device in 
stalled in the stopper for the bottle; 

Fig. 2 is a side elevational view showing an indicator 
pellet for use with the device of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a side elevational view of the indicator device 
of Figs. 1 .and 2 after the pellet has dropped out of sight; 

Fig. 4 is a side elevational view partly in section of an 
alternative form of our invention, including a blood stor 
age bottle having an enclosing tube adjustably set in the 
stopper, which tube is adapted to receive a separate in 
dicator; 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged side elevational view partly in 
section of the separate indicator following our invention 
as shown in Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is a side elevational view partly in section show 
ing the indicator tube with the liquid solidi?ed by cooling, 
and with an indicator pellet resting on the solidi?ed liquid; 
and 

Fig. 7 is another view of the indicator device shown in 
Fig. 5, after the liquid has melted. ' 

Referring to the drawings, particularly Fig. 1, a con 
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ventional blood storage bottle consists of a glass ‘bottle 10 
having-an inserted stopper 11, preferably of rubber or 
the like, and also having near the bottom of the bottle 
a metal band 12 and a bail '13 hingedly attached thereto 
by which thebottle and contents may be hung in an in 
verted position, for example during the removal of the 
contents in a blood transfusion operation. The stopper 
11 is provided on the inside of the bottle with‘a tubular 
opening 14 which does not go entirely through the stopper, 
and which permits the puncturing penetration by a hypo 
dermic needleror other instrument, for withdrawal of 
the blood. The stopper 11 is also provided with'a long 
glass tube 15 which is mounted in a hole 16 which also 
does not extend entirely through to the outer face of the 
stopper but is ‘puncturable by means of a hypodermic 
needle or the like in order to allow air to enter the con 
tainer when blood is being withdrawn from the inverted 
bottle through the opening 14. The bottle stopper 11 
is further provided with a glass tube 17 having an open 
end 18 extending above the outer face of the stopper 11, 
the lower end- 19 of the glass tube 17 being closed and 
preferably extending below ‘the blood level line 20 which 
is marked on the upper side wall of the glass bottle 10. 
The open end 18 of the tube 17 may be provided with a 
removable stopper 21. The elevation of the tube 17 is 

_ adjustable in and out of the stopper so that if desired the 
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indicator liquid is not visible, but the pellet position of; 
the indicator is visible. > _ v 

In one form of our invention, which includes a blood 
storage bottle ?tted with a tube 17 as described, a quan 
tity of a liquid 23 is placed in the bottom of said tube, 
which, after chilling (along with the blood contained in 
the bottle) to a solidifying temperature below 50° F. and 
preferably to 39° to 43° F. The liquid 23 is selected to 
melt a few degrees above the selected critical temperature 
for the blood of about 50° F. 

a The preferred composition of the liquid 23 is 2-unde 
conone (Eastman’s P2209) which has a melting range of 
52° to 55° F. Other solidi?able compositions having 
melting temperature ranges slightly above 50° F., and 
which may be used in blood-storage indicators of this in 
vention are iso-amyl stearate having a melting range of 
50° to 59° F.; ethyl myristrate havinga melting range 
of 50° to 54° F.; p-bromophenetole having a melting 
range of 50° to 54° F.; and n-undecyl alcohol having a 
melting range of 59° to 63° F. These liquids may be 
contrastingly colored with'suitable dyes to make the 
liquids more readily visible, as for example by “Kreugers” 
oil emerald green conc. 
A small pellet 24, of glass or the like, as shown in Fig. 

2, is a necessary part of our invention, it being contem 
plated that when the liquid 23 in the tube 17 hasbeen 
solidi?ed, the stopper 21 is temporarily withdrawn and a 
pellet 24, of glass or'other solid material which has a 

I higher speci?c gravity than the solid 23’, is put into the 
tube 17 and rests upon the solidi?ed liquid 23'. When 
the blood in the bottle 10 warms up to a temperature 
above about 50° F., the material 23' in the tube 17 melts 
and the glass pellet 24 sinks to the bottom. This indi 
cates that the blood has been too long above the critical 
temperature and therefore should not be used. This stage 
is shown in Fig. 3. 

In another form of our invention shown in Fig. 4, the 
bottle 10, as above described, including the tube 17', is 
used, but the indicator or telltale is a separate tubularunit 
25, which is inserted within the glass tube 17' for use in 
indicating temperatures in the blood stored in the bottle. 
This preferred separable telltale device is shown in Figs. 
5 to 7. 

Referring particularly to Fig. 5, the telltale 25 con 
sists of a glass tube 26 of small enough diameter to be 
inserted in the enclosing glass tube 17' permanently 
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mounted'in the stopper ‘l'l'of the bottle 10. Within the 
glass tube -26'is placed a‘ quantity ofrsolidifying liquid '23, 
as previously described forlthe form of the invention 
shown in Figs. 1 to 3. The-tube 26 is provided with a 
stopper ‘27 ' whichiis‘provided with-‘whole '28 {in whit-this 
slidablly '?tted a'rod-like- plungerf29‘ Whose ‘outer’ end ‘30 
extendsabove vthe stopper 27,~a'nd-whoseilower'end'malres 
contact with a; pellet'l24' ‘ which‘ is :frictionally ' removably 
held‘in ‘the: lower‘en'd of the‘hole‘ 28. The'pellet may'also 
be ~removably held on" ithe’face vof thestqpperi'by an'a'd 
hesive‘material. *The pellet ‘24’ may-‘be pushed out by 
pressing the‘outerend 30 some plunger 29. ‘A ‘sealing 
coating ‘31 may “be applied'over-the‘ stopper 7'27 an'd'the 
adjacent endo‘f‘ the tubeZ-ZG. ' 
1For use‘as 'ani indicatorffor‘ theihloodZ in thei‘bottlef the 

separable ‘telltale unit 275; is inserte‘din theenclosing' tube 
17',‘ andv ‘is’ then" refrigerated thel'blood ‘contained in 
the bottle, and-the‘ liquid ‘23 is‘solidi?ed. v 'Whenithis con 
dition‘has‘been-attained, the plunger‘29 is-pressed‘into 
release thepellet "24’, which drops ‘and rests upon the 
solidi?ed surface'of the solidi?ed material v2-3’. -When’ the 
blood in the bottle has warmed up’ to'a temperature above 
50°"‘F., the sOIidi?edmaterialZS' 'liqui?es, ‘and the‘ pellet 
24' drops to‘the bottom of the tube 26, and is no longer 
visible ‘above'the top surface of the liquid ‘23 or‘ above 
the‘level‘ of the blood in the bottle if the telltale unit" has 
beenpositioned so'that only the pellet is visible above‘ the 
blood’line. ;If the "bottle and contents should ‘be ‘re 
chilled,‘the pellet wouldnot'then vbe located on top of 
the solidi?ed‘ material '23’, and'the ‘indication wouldibe 
thatthe ‘blood should not ‘be used. 
As an alternative manner ,of using the telltale‘shownrin 

Fig. "S?the-t’elltale device may be separately ‘chilled to 
solidifyzthe ‘material'i23, after which the-pellet 24.’ (‘may 
be releasedby‘the plunger 29 so‘ that the pellet rests on - 
the Lsolidi?ed ‘material 23'. 3‘ In this ‘chilled condition, 
the telltale 25 may then be placed inthe enclosing‘ tube 
17'-‘oi-'the bottle after the bottleean'd blood’have'been 
refrigerated to “a “temperature below the isolidi?cation 
temperature of the liquid 23'. If the ‘blood in the'bottle 
subsequentlybecomes warm enough to melt the material 
23',~the pellet 24' will drop to the bottom'of the tube 
2‘6an‘d no' longer be'visible. The separate unit’25 shown 
in- Fig. ‘5 may itself be‘vadjustably positioned in ‘the stopper 
11, or the unit may merely be attached to “or associated 
with the bottle on the outside thereof. 
"The advantages ‘of our invention Will'be apparent from 
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the above description. Means have been provided for 
‘ indicating whether'or not the‘blo ed‘ in‘ the "bottle'has ‘been 
above the critical high temperature above which it should 
not be used for transfusions. The telltale device of this 
invention will also show that'abottle of blood has once 
(since the initial‘ chilling) v‘been too warm, evemthough 
subsequently cooled to the usual refrigeration temperature. 
We claim: 
1. A'telltale device‘ for‘ use with‘ a whole ‘blood storage 

container comprising an elongated transparent tube hav 
ing a closed inner'end; a solidi?able liquid haviugta- melt 
ing point a few degrees above 50° F. corresponding to 
the critical warming‘temperature‘range’for human blood 
for use in transfusions, said liquid only partly ?lling said 
tube; a stopper in the open end of said tube, said stopper 
having ‘a movableplunger-movable longiwdinallyla'n a 
hole therethrough and being {held frictionally ‘in :said 
stopper, :and a pellet having. ‘a; higher ,speci?c,;gravity~ihan 
said solidi?able liquid, said pellet being initially held-ton 
the. inner faceof said stoppertin a» position: to be released 
by movement of said-plunger, said pellet .beingmelease'd 
to, rest on the surface! of said-solidi?able liquid after said 
liquid hasbeen solidi?ed byt-eooling below 150 ‘if. 

:2. .Thetelltaledevice de?ned'in claim ‘Lin whichthev 
solidi?able liquid is .Z-undeconone. I 

3. ‘The :telltale device de?ned intclaim l in ‘whicht-the 
solidi?able liquid .isiso-tamyl stearate. ‘ 

‘4. “The telltaledevice de?ned in claiml in whichtthe 
solidi?able . liquid is ,ethyl myristrate. 

..5. ,Ihetelltaledevice de?ned inclaim 1 in which the 
solidi?able ; liquid .isgpi-brormophenetole. ‘ 

§6..'1The telltale devicede?ned'in claim 1-. in-fwhichthe 
solidi?able liquidis v-n-undecvyl alcohol. l r 

'7. .Theocombination of'thetellta-le device de?ned‘in 
claim 1,\.and\a.sealed .stopperedblood storage tbottlep'a 
transparent enclosing tube for said telltale device ‘being, 
adjustably inserted through the stopper of said bottle, the 
plunger invthet stopperv of said telltale device being; oper-' 
able 'from theopen end- .ofv said“ enclosi-ngwtube-from‘ out 
sidersaidibottle. 
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